Denial of service resilience is an important practical consideration for key agreement protocols in any hostile environment such as the Internet. There are well-known models that consider the security of key agreement protocols, but denial of service resilience is not considered as part of these models. Many protocols have been argued to be denial-of-service-resilient, only to be subsequently broken or shown ineffective.
Motivation
Reliable, fast, and secure communication is essential for commercial success on today's Internet. Slow web pages could motivate clients to switch to an alternative business, leading to a loss in customer base for the service provider. However, maintaining sufficiently powerful servers can be an expensive venture. Servers have limited resources in terms of the amount of traffic that can be handled, the time required to establish a connection, and the number of active concurrent connections. This effectively bounds the number of connections a company's server can honour in a given period in time.
Malicious parties have recognized that they can benefit by depleting the limited resources of others' servers. Denial of service attacks aim to disrupt, destroy, or render services unavailable. A typical denial of service attack exhausts the target's resources. The server is rendered unavailable for honest clients, who then proceed to request similar services from competitors. To prevent malicious requests, a server needs to filter out bogus connection requests and honour those from legitimate clients. Recognizing legitimate clients is difficult. We will view a client as having legitimate intentions if it is willing to perform an expensive computation; it still could be malicious, but we may have no further way of distinguishing legitimate from malicious connections with a priori authentication.
Security is an important aspect of online services. Many connections between a client and a server need to be secured against third parties; financial transactions are the most common case. Key agreement is used to produce a shared secret that can be used to encrypt subsequent communication. Key exchange involves computationally expensive algorithms, and hence may dominate server-side run time, limiting the number of clients serviced. This makes key agreement an enticing target for denial of service attacks since a malicious party can easily issue many key agreement requests. Hence, it is advantageous to try to reject as many bogus connections as possible during key agreement. In this paper we are concerned with deterring malicious parties from initiating denial of service attacks based on key agreement, without compromising on security.
Practitioners and standardization bodies have recognized the importance of denial of service resilience, but researchers have been slow to respond with a formal treatment of the subject. In some sense, addressing denial of service resembles the initial approach to key agreement: rather than constructing an overall model, a list of ad hoc goals is selected and then it is shown that a protocol meets those goals. As a result, it is difficult to evaluate the strength and usefulness of denial of service countermeasures when integrated into protocols.
Our Contributions.
We give a formal definition of denial of service resilience for key agreement protocols in the context of the extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) model for secure key agreement. Our definition for denial of service resilience is sufficiently strong that it prevents known attacks that arose against protocols once thought to be denial of service resilient. Puzzles have been previously used as a denial of service countermeasure, but in an ad hoc manner. Compared to previous work, our contribution models the careful integration of two orthogonal issues: key agreement security and denial of service resilience.
It is well established that improper use of cryptographic algorithms can render them useless. For example, even the most secure password-based system is of no use if weak passwords are used. Similar reasoning applies for DoS countermeasures: even good solutions are useless if they are not used properly. For example, if a proof-of-work in the form of a puzzle solution does not indicate who is the intended recipient, when the solution was created, or who created the solution, then the door is open for misuse. Without careful integration into the overall protocol, DoS countermeasures may not achieve their goal.
Additionally, we present the DoS-CMQV protocol which is a secure key agreement protocol and uses client puzzles to offer denial of service resilience in our model, showing how to achieve security and denial of service resilience together.
Previous Work
Key Agreement. Key agreement is an important cryptographic primitive used for building confidential channels. Designing and analyzing key agreement protocols is a non-trivial task. Formal models, which allow complexity-theoretic security arguments for authenticated key agreement, were first proposed by Bellare and Rogaway [BR04] and Blake-Wilson, Johnson, and Menezes [BWJM97] . The work of Canetti and Krawczyk [CK01a] is one of the most influential extensions to the original models. Their work was later augmented by Krawzcyk [Kra05a] and LaMacchia, Lauter and Mityagin [LLM07] to capture a wider range of desirable security properties; we refer to this as the extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) model.
In all of the above models the adversary controls all communication links. It is not immediately clear how denial of service can be considered alongside key establishment when the adversary may not deliver messages to destinations. However, even in this setting there are meaningful DoS-related goals that can be incorporated into the model; we discuss our extension in Sect. 3.1.
Denial of Service.
There are two main types of denial of service attacks (see [BM03, §1.6.6], for example): resource depletion attacks and connection depletion attacks. In resource depletion attacks a malicious party attempts to drain a server's computational or memory resources. By contrast, connection depletion attacks aim to exhaust the number of allowed connections to the server. A DoS countermeasure can aim to defend against either or both of these types of attacks.
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, in which many distributed client computers attack a single server, are of significant concern on the Internet today. These types of attacks are very difficult to defend against. One known technique, which we use in this paper, is to allow a server to adjust its denial of service countermeasure based on the load it experiences. Puzzle auctions [WR03] are one such implementation of tunable puzzles.
Aura and Nikander [AN97] introduced the notion of stateless connections, in which stateful connections are transformed into stateless ones by attaching the state information to the message and using a message authentication code for integrity. This gives some protection against denial of service by saving the server from having to store session information until later in the exchange when more assurance is possible.
Meadows [Mea99] offered the first formal framework for denial-of-service-resilient protocols, based on the causal sequencing language of fail-stop protocols of Gong and Syverson [GS95] . To avoid connection depletion, Meadows suggests that each message be authenticated with increasingly complex levels of authentication. Meadows then applies this framework to the Station-to-Station protocol [DvOW92] to identify potential DoS attacks but does not provide a denial-of-service-resilient protocol. An application of Meadow's cost-based framework to the JFK protocol revealed a potential DoS attack, and a solution to this problem was proposed using client puzzles [SGNB06] . This underscores the ability of formal models to reveal flaws and the need for the formalization of denial of service resilience.
Cookies.
One of the first techniques used to defend protocols against denial of service attacks was cookies. Introduced in the Photuris protocol (published in 1999 as [KS99] but introduced earlier), cookies are small authentication tokens returned by a server upon initial connection by the client. In order for the client to be allowed to continue with the connection, the client must echo the cookie back to the server. The server does not store the cookie, instead using the stateless connection technique to check the authenticity of the cookie which the client includes in subsequent messages. Cookies can be applied in Meadows' framework as an early level of authentication.
Krawczyk's SIGMA protocol [Kra03a] was proposed as a successor of the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol used in IPsec, and was adapted to have denial of service resilience in the form of cookies in its implementation in IKEv2 [Kau05] . Cookies are also used in the Just Fast Keying protocol (JFK) proposed by Aiello et al. [ABB + 04]. JFK allows the server to reuse its ephemeral private-public key pair across multiple sessions to reduce the server's computational load, at the expense of increasing the potential damage should an ephemeral private key be leaked. Cookies are a valuable first-order denial of service countermeasure and have been used extensively as described above. However, they are a weak form of denial of service resilience because they do not require an attacker to do anything other than faithfully relay a previously received cookie.
Protocols using cookies can also be susceptible to other types of attacks. Mao and Paterson [MP02, §2.2] described a denial of service attack against IKEv2. In their attack, a malicious party who controls a popular serverM can redirect legitimate traffic fromM towards another target serverM , thereby effecting a denial of service attack againstM . The attack only costsM bandwidth, not computation or memory, and is resilient to cookie-based DoS countermeasures. This attack is possible because there is no strong binding between the DoS countermeasure and the identity of the server to which the client wishes to connect: we codify this notion in our security criterion DoS-2 in Sect. 3. Despite key agreement and denial of service being orthogonal issues, combining them is no trivial task, as demonstrated by this attack.
Puzzles. Dwork and Naor [DN92] introduced the notion of client puzzles to defend against denial of service attacks. A server under a denial of service attack can require clients to find the solution to a puzzle before the server allocates resources: the puzzle should be hard to solve but the solution should be easy to verify. Back [Bac97] and Juels and Brainard [JB99] suggested using a hash function so that a client must perform a large number of operations to find the solution; this is a computation-bound puzzle. We build on their approach by specifying how puzzles should be integrated with key agreement. Puzzles where computing the solution is more dependent on memory access time, called memory-bound puzzles, have also been suggested for use [ABMW03] ; these offer less varied running times across different hardware platforms because memory access times vary less than processor speed. Waters et al.
[WJHF04] described how puzzles can be distributed across multiple servers for coordinated access.
Aura, Nikander, and Leiwo [ANL00] gave a framework for using hash function preimages as a denial of service in authentication protocols, and lay out the basic principle that "the client should always commit its resources to the authentication protocol first and the server should be able to verify the client commitment before allocating its own resources". We use this principle to develop a model for denial-of-service-resilient key agreement. The technique of [ANL00] is not sufficient to defend against the attack of Mao and Paterson [MP02] ; our approach is.
This principle of clients committing resources before the server does applies well to preemptive DoS countermeasures. The server obtains assurance that the client committed resources, but this is no guarantee that the client will complete the request. 
Modelling Denial of Service Resilience and Security
We begin with an informal description of the goals of a denial-of-service-resilient protocol and then proceed to outline a formal model for integrating denial of service resilience and secure key agreement protocols. While the goals of denial of service resilience and secure key agreement are, as others such as Krawczyk [Kra03a, §2.3] have noted, orthogonal issues, it is useful to be able to discuss them in a common framework. We must be careful to integrate the two issues sufficiently well to avoid the types of attacks proposed by Mao and Paterson [MP02] .
Denial of Service Resilience Intuition.
We are concerned about the situation in which a malicious party on the network can cause a server to perform many expensive operations (and key agreement is one such expensive operation) for no good reason, eventually consuming all of the server's available resources. But since the server is willing to place itself on the network for the use of all users, how can the server know if it is doing work for a good reason or not? Distinguishing legitimate requests from malicious requests is an essential element of denial of service resilience.
While one can never be certain about the good intentions of another party on the network, it is plausible to believe that a client is making a legitimate request if the client is willing to commit some expensive resources -computation, memory, etc. -to the connection request. However, if a client does do something expensive to prove its good faith, then a good protocol should protect the client from being exploited by a malicious party aiming to steal the client's work. Last but not least, a server should be able to adapt its procedures to resist being flooded by many "honest" requests that may be coordinated for maximum impact.
These ideas lead us to the following five informal criteria for a denial-of-service-resilient protocol:
DoS-1. An uncompromised honest serverB does not perform any expensive operations with a client unless it is convinced the client is trying to make a legitimate connection.
DoS-2. Moreover, a serverB does not perform any expensive operations unless it is convinced that the client wants to talk toB and not another serverM .
DoS-3. A clientÂ who commits significant resources to prove its legitimate intentions cannot have her work stolen: the work thatÂ does to convinceB that it wants to communicate legitimately withB cannot convince anyone of anything else.
DoS-4.
A malicious party 1 must use a very large amount of resources if it wishes to prepare sufficiently many connection requests and "flood" a server with many valid connection requests.
DoS-5. A server can adjust the amount of work a client has to do in times of higher or lower load.
In Sect. 3.1.2, we give a formal definition of denial of service resilience and describe in Sect. 3.2 how it achieves each of the goals DoS-1 through DoS-4; goal DoS-5 is a property of a particular countermeasure and not of the formal model.
The first two goals aim to protect the server from performing unnecessary expensive operations. While what qualifies as an expensive operation can vary depending on the setting, we identify three main classes of expensive operations for the purposes of denial of service: memory denial of service attacks, in which the server is forced to perform slow, expensive memory reads or writes or use large amounts of memory; computational denial of service attacks, in which the server is forced to perform operations requiring significant computational time (such as exponentiation, elliptic curve point multiplication, or many simpler operations such as hash function or MAC evaluations); and transmission denial of service attacks, in which the server is forced to expend resources available to send and receive communications. In various situations, different notions of expensive can apply; for example, in mobile environments, transmitting and receiving take a lot of time and power. To achieve denial of service resilience, we require that a client answer a puzzle that takes significant computational or memory resources to solve, but is easy for a server to prepare and verify. The key idea is to tightly bind the puzzles with the identities of the parties involved to prevent attacks in which work can be stolen or redirected. This allows a server to be more convinced of a client's legitimate intention to engage in a key agreement protocol. Secure Key Agreement Intuition. As noted in Sect. 2, secure key agreement has been extensively studied. The goal of an adversary in the eCK model is to learn any information about the session key established by a pair of uncompromised participants. If an adversary cannot distinguish such a session key from a randomly selected string with non-negligible probability, then the session key is viewed as secure and suitable for use in bulk encryption. The model is formally described in Sect. 3.1 and the definitions of security are given in Sect. 3.1.1.
Formal Model Description
Our model is based on the extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) model proposed in [LLM07] . However, instead of all exchanged messages we use a fingerprint of exchanged messages to identify session.
A protocol takes place among n parties Parties = {Â,B, . . .}, where a party is a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine. In addition to the certified and validated static key pair, each party also possesses static information that is not certified. If non-empty, the non-certified information may be either private or public. Parties are activated via incoming messages, which are then processed within the party. As a result a party either returns its outgoing response or indicates if the processing resulted in failure or success.
Pre-session and Session
Creation. An execution of the protocol is called a session. A party may receive an incoming request to initiate a session via a message (i) (Â,B) or (ii) (Â,B, "hello"). In the former caseÂ is called the client or initiator, and reacts by creating a separate session request (B,Â, "hello") designated forB. In the latter case,Â is called the server or responder, and creates a separate session request (B,Â, "hello") designated forB. ServerÂ selects a fresh (unique withinÂ) challenge ch and sends (B,Â, "hello", ch) toB. Within a party the execution of the subroutines between the session request and either accepting or rejecting the request to initiate a session is called a pre-session. The model does not prevent a protocol from accepting multiple distinct responses to the same challenge.
The motivation for the pre-session is to include the denial of service countermeasure in the presession and leave expensive operations and resources commitment by a server for the session. A session can only be reached after a successful pre-session: in other words, expensive resources will only be committed by the server once the denial of service countermeasure are passed.
A partyÂ can be activated to create a session with a message of the form (i) (Â,B, "hello", ch) or (ii) (Â,B, ch, re). If the activation is of type (i) thenÂ, who is the initiator, prepares re that passes all protocol conditions and creates an active session. The string re must be unique withinÂ; the outgoing message is (B,Â, ch, re). If the activation is of type (ii) thenÂ, who is the responder in this case, verifies that (Â,B, ch, re) satisfies the protocol requirements; if so a new active session is created, otherwise the message is ignored. If a responderÂ creates a new session, then the outgoing message is (Ψ, mesg), where mesg is prepared byÂ in accordance with the protocol and Ψ is the session string identifier, a string used to identify sessions withinÂ andB, which is derived from (ch, re) and possibly other publicly known parameters. The conditions imposed on ch and re allow for the derivation of a string unique within bothÂ andB.
Session State. Upon creating a session,Â also creates a separate session state that contains both private and public session-specific information. The private information is needed to derive a secret session key.
The public information is (Â,B, Ψ, role, otherinfo), whereB is the purported session peer; role is either "initiator" or "responder" and otherinfo is any other public information required by the protocol. As in the eCK model,Â can be activated to update a session via a message of the form (Ψ, mesg).
Upon receipt of such a message,Â performs validation procedures similar to the eCK model and updates its state. At any stage a session is in exactly one of the following states: active, completed or aborted.
Adversary. The adversary M is a probabilistic Turing machine that controls all communications and party activation via the query Send(·). Parties present M with their outgoing messages. Leakage of private information to M is modelled via the following adversary queries:
• StaticKeyReveal(Â): M obtainsÂ's static private key.
• EphemeralKeyReveal(sid): M obtains the ephemeral private key ofÂ in session sid = [Â,B, Ψ].
• SessionKeyReveal(sid): If sid has completed then M obtains the session key in sid.
• Establish(M, M ): M registers an adversary-controlled partyM with static public key M ∈ G. If a party is not adversary-controlled it is said to be honest.
• DoSExpose(Â): M obtains the non-certified private information belonging to an honestÂ, excluding the session-related ephemeral private keys. Parties against which this query was issued are called DoS-exposed, otherwise they are called DoS-unexposed.
The role of the new DoSExpose query in our model is to allow us to identify the parties which ought to still be resilient to denial of service attacks, namely those parties which are DoS-unexposed. For example, adversary-controlled parties are not relevant to the DoS portion of the protocol. Moreover, a separate DoSExpose query allows us to separate denial of service resilience from key agreement security:
compromise of key agreement secrets can be an orthogonal issue to compromise of denial of service.
Key Agreement Security Definitions.
Security is defined via indistinguishability. At any time during the experiment M can make one special query, Test(sid), to a session sid that must remain fresh throughout the experiment. The goal of M is to guess whether the response to the query is sid's key or a random key. plus a negligible fraction (in the security parameter).
Definition 1 (Fresh session)

Denial of Service Definitions.
In the protocol there is a test that the server performs on some of the messages received to determine if the client has done sufficient work to merit the server performing expensive operations. The client's work, modelled by a puzzling relation, is used to define the protocol's denial of service resilience. "hard" to produce re such that (Â,B, ch, re) ∈ R and re was not a response generated by the oracle U upon input (Â,B, ch).
Definition 3 (Puzzling relation)
The notion of "expensive operation", "easy", and "hard" will depend on the application context. Although we have left these notion vague, they can be formalized, for example as a proof of work [JJ99] . We omit this formalization as the focus of our work is on the integration of denial of service resilience techniques into key agreement protocols, not the construction of suitable puzzles.
Definition 4 (Acceptable pre-session)
A pre-session [Â,B, ch] is an acceptable pre-session forB ifB generated ch. Note that we have explicitly avoided merging Definitions 4 and 5 (as Definition 4 could be part of Condition 2 of Definition 5) because we acknowledge that there may be situations that require a different notion of acceptable pre-session, for example one-pass key agreement protocols where both ch and re are generated by the initiator. In particular, it appears to suffice thatB has an assurance that ch was generated independently at random before re.
Definition 5 (Denial-of-service-resilient protocol) Let R be a puzzling relation. A protocol Π is denialof-service-resilient if the following hold for every DoS-unexposed serverB:
1.B only performs expensive operations (a) in a session, or (b) for some (low frequency) periodic update of its non-certified private information
Model Implications
In this section we explain how our formal model of denial of service resilience in Definition 5 satisfies the informal goals for denial of service resilience of Sect. 3.
DoS-1. An uncompromised honest serverB does not perform any expensive operations with a client unless it is convinced the client is trying to make a legitimate connection.
By condition 1 of Definition 5, a serverB does not perform any expensive operation with a client until it has established a session, and by condition 2 it will not establish a session until it received a response to its challenge that satisfies the puzzling relation. In order to satisfy the puzzling relation, the client must do a significant amount of work because of condition 2 of Definition 3; by doing this work, the client convinces the server that it is trying to make a legitimate connection. Moreover, since sessions are unique within a party, replay attacks of legitimate connection requests are prevented.
DoS-2. Moreover, a serverB does not perform any expensive operations unless it is convinced that the client wants to talk toB and not another serverM .
Condition 2 of Definition 3 allows us to meet this criterion: even if an adversary obtains any tuple (Â,M , ch, re) ∈ R, the tuple (Â,B, ch, re) is unlikely to be in R and moreover it remains hard to produce a response re such that (Â,B, ch, re ) ∈ R. Since it is hard to create such a tuple given oracle access to R, then it is still hard to construct any tuple in R without oracle access. Our approach avoids the attack of Mao and Paterson [MP02] against IKEv2 in which an attacker can redirect traffic from her server towards other servers and can cause the receiving server to deplete its connection resources at low expense to the attacker. That attack is possible because there is no cryptographic binding between the denial of service countermeasure and the identities of the parties involved. By including the names of the client and server in the puzzling relation, a serverB can be assured that whoever solved the puzzle intended to communicate withB.
DoS-3. A clientÂ who commits significant resources to prove its legitimate intentions cannot have her work stolen: the work thatÂ does to convinceB that it wants to communicate legitimately withB cannot convince anyone of anything else.
SupposeB is a DoS-unexposed server and suppose an honest clientÂ starts a pre-session [Â,B, ch], and then finds a value re such that (Â,B, ch, re) ∈ R. The client wishes that the response value should not be useful to anyone else trying to establish a session; in other words, no one should be able to steal A's work and use it in another pre-session.
Suppose [Â ,B , ch ] is another pre-session. Given these values, it is hard to produce re such that (Â ,B , ch , re ) ∈ R, even with help from another pre-session such as [Â,B, ch], because R is a puzzling relation. The help given by the other pre-session can be modelled as one response of the oracle U in Definition 3 for another pre-session, and this is of no help in a puzzling relation. Thus, an honest client's work in solving a puzzle is of no use to anyone else responding to a different challenge, or with a different server, or with a different user name.
If the adversary M simply relaysÂ's entire response and then participates inÂ's place, the server will proceed with key agreement but this session will ultimately fail, since it is secure in the sense of Definition 2 key agreement protocols, and thus M cannot complete a session masquerading asÂ.
DoS-4. A malicious party must use a very significant amount of resources if it wishes to prepare sufficiently many connection requests and "flood" a server with many valid connection requests.
As noted in DoS-1, a server will only perform expensive operations if it has been convinced that the client is trying to make a legitimate connection, meaning the client has solved an instance of the puzzling relation, which is "hard" and requires a significant amount of resources. Suppose that for an attacker to start a session requires t steps of computation (e.g., t may be the number of cycles it takes to solve a computationally bound puzzling relation), and a server has enough computational resources to support n connections per second. Then, roughly speaking, an attacker's computers must be able to perform t n steps of computation per second to sustainably render the server unavailable through a denial of service attack, which may require distributed resources. By registering many dishonest parties the above attack can be incorporated in our model. While not completely defending against such powerful distributed attacks, we can at least allow the amount of denial of service resilience to be tuned in the event of heavy traffic. On the other hand what our model assures is that the adversary cannot use honest parties to mount such distributed attacks. For example, a DoS-resilient protocol guards against the attack where the adversary registers a single malicious partyM , initiates pre-sessions between honest parties andM , and then forwards messages from the honest parties to create many sessions at an honest server. That is, the model defends against Mao-Patterson type of attacks.
Consider also the case of replay attacks, in which an attacker resends the same message many times to a server. Suppose in particular that an attacker replays a response value re for a pre-session [Â,B, ch]. This set of values leads to the server session [B,Â, ch, re], which already exists in the server. Since sessions identifiers are unique in the model, the server will not start a new session and hence commit no new resources as a result of this replay. This requires the server to store a table of session identifiers, but this does not result in a denial of service attack in theory since the server commits memory resources for the entries in the table only once the puzzling relation has been passed. To limit the size of the table, the server could change the non-certified information ρ periodically. When receiving a previous challenge and response, an entirely acceptable action would be for the server to respond to the replay with the same response it gave previously; this prevents puzzle stealing attacks where the adversary responds to a puzzle faster than a legitimate client. Now, if the attacker were to compute a different response value re for the pre-session [Â,B, ch], then the server would commit new resources to the new session, but this is acceptable since the attacker solved the puzzling relation, just as a legitimate client must.
Since in the Canetti-Krawczyk model we allow the adversary to control the delivery of messages, an adversary may choose not to deliver the final message from the client to the server and leave the server with an incomplete session (similar to the half-open connections of TCP SYN flood attacks [Edd07] ). Our model does not view this as a denial of service attack, because the server has been assured that the other party performed many expensive computations to create the connection. This type of attack can be mitigated, without affecting the security assurance nor preventive DoS countermeasures, by conventional server policies to deal with open connections that are not completed for a predefined period of time. Such countermeasures can be separately addressed once the server is assured about the correct connection between the proof of work, the client's identity and the client's intended recipientexactly what our model provides.
A Secure DoS-Resilient Key Agreement Protocol
Our DoS-CMQV protocol, given in Fig. 1 , is an adaptation of the CMQV [Ust08] secure authenticated key agreement protocol. We use the problem of finding preimages for a random hash function as the expensive puzzle at the heart of the puzzling relation that a client needs to solve.
The notation L[i] refers to the ith component in the tuple L. H 0 and H 1 are random hash functions [BR04] that return bit strings; all other hash functions return random integers between 1 and q, the order of the group G generated by g. We use x [1...w] to denote the first w bits of x. We note that in practice H 1 should be chosen so as to be unique to the protocol so that puzzles cannot be outsourced to another protocol; for example, H 1 (. . .) = SHA-256("DoS-CMQV", 1, . . .).
Security Analysis
Theorem 1 If H 0 , H 1 , . . . , H 5 are random oracles [BR04] , and G is a group where the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) assumption [OP01] holds, then DoS-CMQV is a secure key agreement protocol.
Argument. The DoS-CMQV security argument is similar to the argument presented for CMQV in [Ust08] . We proceed to outline the argument. Verifying condition 1 of Definition 2 is straightforward. It remains to verify condition 2.
In the model here parties possess additional (non-certified) private information ρ, which the adversary can obtain via DoSExpose query. For each of the events in the analysis of CMQV, the solver establishes and simulates the parties similar to the CMQV analysis. The main difference is that when parties are established the solver selects randomly the value ρ for each party. The DoSExpose queries are answered faithfully and they do not affect the freshness of the session. Since the new adversary query storeÂ, Ψ = (ch, re)
DoS-CMQV with security parameter λ
11. is not relevant to the security analysis of the events, the solver can transform the DoS-CMQV adversary to a GDH solver with similar success and running time as a CMQV adversary. Hence a polynomially bounded DoS-CMQV adversary contradicts the assumptions in the theorem.
Denial of Service Resilience Analysis
In this section we show that the DoS-CMQV protocol given in Fig. 1 is denial-of-service-resilient according to Definition 5. Since this definition (and the related definition of a puzzling relation) includes the intentionally vague terms "expensive operation", "easy", and "hard", we need to define what these terms mean for a concrete instantiation of the definition.
For our purposes, an expensive operation is one of the following operations: storing a per-connection or per-session value in memory (other than a long-term value), performing a group exponentiation, or making a large number of calls (say, more than 2 10 ) to a hash oracle.
We first establish, via the following lemma, that the relation used in the DoS-CMQV protocol is a puzzling relation and then show that our protocol is resilient to denial of service attacks Argument. Deciding membership in R is easy for a particular tuple because it involves only a single call to H 1 .
Moreover, givenÂ,B, and a random ch, producing a value re such that H 1 (Â,B, ch, re) Hence,B establishes a session only if the corresponding pre-session is acceptable and the tuple is in the puzzling relation. Note that since sessions must be unique within a party, the server only performs these expensive operations once per session. Thus, DoS-CMQV is a denial-of-service-resilient protocol.
Tuning the Puzzling Relation. The puzzle used in DoS-CMQV can be tuned by the server based on its load. The client must find a hash function preimage; for concreteness, we have specified that the first 20 bits should be zeros, but the length could be a parameter w set by the server depending on its current load. The server would need to include w in the computation of j on line 2, return w as part of ch on line 3, and include w in the check on line 7 to avoid spoofing.
In practice, H 1 could be implemented by using a standard cryptographic hash function, such as SHA-1, and truncating the output to the first w bits. In times of light load, the server could require that clients truncate only to the first 5 or 10 bits of output, but in heavier load could require that clients truncate to 20 or 25 bits of output to make the cost of mounting a denial of service attack higher. It takes just under 3 seconds to perform 2 20 SHA-1 evaluations on one core of our 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor using OpenSSL 0.9.7 . This may be an acceptable computational burden for the client in many scenarios.
Other Denial of Service Constructions
Memory-Bound Puzzling Relations. While the protocol given in Sect. 4 uses a puzzling relation based on finding preimages in a hash function, other types of puzzling relations can be used, demonstrating the flexibility of our framework. Abadi et al. [ABMW03] , for example, described puzzles in which memory access time provides an expected lower bound on the time it takes to solve the puzzle, removing disparities in processor speed between large computers and small devices. However, care must be taken in choosing parameters for memory-bound puzzles: the cost incurred by a server in setting up one of these memory-bound puzzles, while much less expensive than the cost incurred by a client solving the puzzle, can still be significant. For the memory-bound puzzles of [ABMW03] , it took a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 server approximately 2 −7 seconds to create a puzzle that takes approximately 2 2 seconds to solve. By comparison, the time to do one 1024-bit modular exponentiation on a computer of similar speed is less: only 2 −9 seconds.
JFKi. In the JFKi protocol of [ABB + 04, §2.3], the denial of service resilience goal for the server is to avoid expensive operations unless the client performs resource-heavy operations, namely group exponentiations. There are two main ideas used: reuse of ephemeral public keys and use of a keyed hash function. The purpose of reusing ephemeral public keys is to distribute the cost of an expensive operation across multiple sessions. This allows the authors to argue the client must perform her share of the work first, in terms of bearing the cost of establishing a round communication trip. The keyed hash function is used by the server to verify that the client indeed executed the round. Note that the server does not need to dedicate any resources to verify the challenge was created by the server. This can be viewed as the pre-session stage of the protocol since the goal of the first round trip is to filter out bogus connections. JFKi can be described in our model of denial of service resilience, but with weak definitions of "hard" in the puzzling relation. In the implied puzzling relation in JFKi, the client must echo back to the server all the received values and the preimage of the client's nonce. If the puzzling relation test passes, then the server establishes a new session and computes the shared Diffie-Hellman key.
The problem with JFKi's puzzling relation is that there is no binding between the client's ephemeral public key and the solution to the puzzling relation. A dishonest client can use the same solution to the puzzling relation with different ephemeral public keys (and it can generate these ephemeral public keys very cheaply, for example, by generating g i , g · g i = g i+1 , g · g i+1 = g i+2 , . . .) to cause the server to perform many exponentiations with little cost to the client. Thus, given the JFKi puzzling relation and a single solution to the puzzling relation, generating more solutions is easy, contradicting Condition 2 of Definition 3. Hence, JFKi does not satisfy informal goal DoS-4: the protocol is not resilient to flooding attacks. DoS-CMQV avoids this problem: producing a solution to the puzzling relation means finding a preimage in the hash function and the values cannot be repeated if the server is to establish a new session.
One approach to fixing the denial of service resilience of JFKi was given by Smith et al. [SGNB06] . They note that JFKi is not denial-of-service-resilient when analyzed under Meadows' framework [Mea99] . They use a hash function preimage puzzle as well to bind the puzzle solution to the key exchange session at hand. There construction still preserves a fundamental design characteristic of JFKi: the responder must reuse its ephemeral private key in order to achieve denial of service resilience, preventing full freshness in the Canetti-Krawczyk model.
Host Identity Protocol. The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [MNJH04] was designed to offer protection against denial of service attacks. HIP (in [MNJH04, §4.1.1]) uses a similar puzzling relation to that of Sect. 4: the client must find a preimage in SHA-1 such that the k lowest-order bits of the output are zero. HIP includes the identities of the initiator and responder in the hash function computation as we have done. Our model provides a theoretical interpretation of the security of HIP against denial of service attacks and the value of including the client and server identities in the hash function computation.
Conclusion and Open Problems
We have given the first formal definition of denial of service resilience for secure key agreement protocols. Our model uses puzzles solved by the client as an indication of interest in a legitimate connection, and a variety of puzzles, both memory-bound and computation-bound, can be used. We described a protocol, DoS-CMQV, that provides resilience to denial of service attacks and offers secure key agreement. Additionally, we analyzed the existing JFKi and HIP protocols to compare their notions of denial of service resilience.
Denial of service resistance countermeasures often depend on the freshness of challenges. Our model could be extended to explicitly consider the update of puzzle freshness and how past puzzles affect current denial of service resilience.
This new framework for analyzing denial of service resilience can be applied in conjunction with other goals for key agreement protocols. For example, the JFK protocols [ABB + 04] aim to offer privacy features: JFKi protects the initiator's identity and JFKr protects the responder's identity. Future work could involve designing denial-of-service-resilient protocols with similar privacy measures. This model can also be applied to give denial of service resilience to other types of key agreement protocols, for example password-authenticated key agreement protocols. Adapting this technique for use in IPsec or TLS would provide denial of service resilience in important Internet protocols.
